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ABSTRACT 

Most modern techniques for high resolution processing of closely spaced signals 

assume either uncorrelated noise or require knowledge of the noise covariance matrix. 

These assumptions are often invalid in practice. Here we propose a Pseudo- 

Autoregressive (PAR(M, p)) model for estimation of an arbitrary number of signals M4 

in the presence of a p—th order autoregressive (AR) noise environment. We derive the 

Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the parameters of damped exponential signals in 

the colored noise case. A closed-form expression for the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for 

the Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR(¥, p)) model is obtained. Some special cases are 

investigated, for example, the PAR(M, p) model for p= 0, i.e., the white noise case, 

where our results agree with previous research results. We then evaluate the Cramer-Rao 

Lower Bound for two possibly closely spaced signals in a colored noise environment,



showing that the colored noise assumption can lead to a much lower variance bound for 

the exponential parameters than under the white noise assumption. 

An algorithmic procedure is presented for the identification of the parameters of 

exponential signals, measured in colored noise. Previous papers on identifying sinusoids in 

noise have concentrated mainly on white noise disturbances. In a practical environment 

however, the disturbance is usually colored; sea-clutter in a radar context, is a lowpass 

type noise for example. When least squares type estimates are used in the colored noise 

environment, this usually leads to an unacceptable bias in the estimates. We propose an 

identification method, named Singular Value Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE), 

in which it is assumed that the noise can be represented well by an AR process. The 

parameters of this noise model are then iteratively estimated along with the exponential 

signal parameters, via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based least squares. The 

iteration process starts with the white noise assumption, and improves on that by allowing 

the parameters in the noise model to vary away from the white noise case. A high order 

modal decomposition is found, and the best subset of the identified modes is selected. 

Simulations assess the merits of the introduced SVDBE algorithm, by comparison of the 

estimation results with the derived Cramer-Rao Lower Bound.
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1. Introduction 

The problem of estimating model parameters from noisy measurement data is an 

important active area of research in the field of signal processing. Recently, high 

resolution methods for such estimation have received the attention of many researchers [1- 

12, 31-40]. This problem is of so much interest because it has a broad range of useful 

applications, such as radar, sonar, communications, and seismic exploration. Among these 

applications are direction finding with narrow-band sensor arrays [3], moving target 

detection and tracking [25, 26, 27], passive sonar array processing [28, 29], underwater 

acoustics data processing [30], resolution of overlapping echoes [31], and array signal 

processing in seismology and geophysics [32]. These problems can be reduced to 

estimating parameters of random signals in additive noise. The physical phenomena are 

often characterized by stochastic processes; the simplest such process is a white process 

for which the samples at different times are uncorrelated. If a stochastic process is 

correlated in time, modeling of the correlation structure is often useful in analyzing the 

process. High resolution methods usually assume that the background noise is spatially 
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uncorrelated or that the covariance matrix of the noise is known, i.e., the white noise case. 

In practice, however, these assumptions are often not valid. This has led to the 

consideration of estimation methods based on a correlated noise field, i.e., the colored 

noise environment. In searching for the best estimates it is a good idea to be able to 

bound the performance of an estimator. In practice we are usually interested in unbiased 

estimators. The variance of any unbiased estimators is bounded by the Cramer-Rao 

Lower Bound [13,14]. 

Estimation of random signals in additive noise is encountered in diverse areas of 

engineering. The nature of the signals or the complexity of the propagation media are the 

main reason for causing randomness in the received signals. Usually the received data 

consists of a weak signal immersed in a strong background noise, thereby presenting a 

difficult scenario for estimation. An important problem in signal processing is to combat 

the noise, so that the signal information can be enhanced, or extracted. 

A number of algorithms exist for estimating unknown signal parameters from 

measured output of a sensor array. A lot of the recent work in array processing has 

focused on methods for high-resolution direction-of-arrival estimation. When the emitter 

signals are generated by spatially close sources, conventional beam forming methods fail 

to give satisfactory answers. A number of different methods have been proposed for 

estimating closely spaced signals. Many of these techniques can be formulated in a 

subspace fitting structure. From this viewpoint the connections between different 
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algorithms become clear. Subspace or eigenvector methods are known to have high 

resolution capabilities and yield accurate estimates in the white noise case. The multiple 

signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [3, 33, 34] with a one-dimensional search, 

provides a nice geometric interpretation of the direction-of-arrival problem and has 

received much attention. The asymptotic properties of MUSIC have been shown in the 

literature [2, 15, 35]. 

The pencil method [38] is original to estimation of signal parameters via the 

rotation invariant technique (ESPRIT) [6, 36]. In the single channel case, ESPRIT is 

based on the observation that in a uniformly sampled time or space series there is a 

constant delay and attenuation between any two adjacent samples. We can define two 

data matrices, one as the original, another as a delayed data matrix. On the basis of these 

two data matrices, a pencil of matrices is formed, and the roots of the pencil of matrices 

can be used to estimate the unknown parameters. The total least squares variation of 

ESPRIT can be found in the literature [37]. The pencil method and ESPRIT belong to the 

class of signal subspace methods in which one relies on an eigendecomposition of the 

sample covariance matrix. These methods have their origin in Pisarenko's method [39] for 

harmonic retrieval. 

Maximum likelihood theory has been applied to a number of fundamental problems 

in signal processing. It is now an active area of research for time series identification, 

spectrum analysis, and sensor array processing. Many authors have applied maximum 
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likelihood theory or its equivalent, least-squares theory, to estimate the parameters for 

deterministic signals observed in additive Gaussian noise. Examples of maximum 

likelihood theory applied to time series analysis can be found in the literature [40, 42, 43], 

including an algorithm for pole-zero modeling and analysis [4], and the use of exact 

maximum likelihood estimation for superimposed exponential signals in white noise [5]. 

The early work on estimation of structured covariance matrices [41] led to using 

maximum likelihood estimation for Toeplitz matrices and the use of such estimators in 

autoregressive spectral estimation. The properties of maximum likelihood estimates of 

structured covariance matrices have been studied extensively [44, 45]. 

The methods discussed above are all closely related, although the actual 

computations involved can be quite different. The above mentioned estimates assume the 

noise spectrum to be either white or known up to a scaling factor. Unfortunately, this is 

an unrealistic assumption in many practical situations. Recently the colored background 

noise cases have received more attention [19, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Some approaches are 

suboptimal [49], others require additional assumptions [48]. Some examine the real 

valued data case for frequency estimation in colored noise [50], others require a very high 

computational burden [46]. 

If a noise model can be estimated, then the colored noise problem can be converted 

to the standard white noise problem by a whitening approach. Recent simulations, 

comparing the results obtained from the MUSIC method for source bearing estimation, 
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based on data with and without whitening [46] have shown the whitening appraoch to be 

effective when a large number of snapshots is available. The whitening approach failed to 

converge in only one out of 10 trials in which 300 snapshots were used [46]. The failure 

rate is expected to increase significantly when much shorter records are used, such as on 

the order of 25 snapshots. It is exactly the latter situation for which we aim to improve the 

estimation process, not by whitening, by explicitly incorporating the estimation of the 

noise model into the estimation process. 

The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound provides an effective measure for evaluating 

estimates of model parameters. The bounds computed in the literature [15, 16, 17, 18, 

24] use the white noise assumption. No comprehensive study of performance bounds for 

damped exponential signals in colored noise has been published. 

The contributions of this dissertation relate to the estimation of exponential signal 

frequencies from short records, in a colored noise environment. The Pseudo- 

Autoregressive (PAR(M, P)) model for estimation of an arbitrary number, /, of 

exponential signals in the presence of a p-th order autoregressive (AR) noise 

environment is proposed. The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for parameter 

estimation under the PAR model is derived. A significant finding is that the Cramer-Rao 

Lower Bound for the colored noise environment can be much lower than that under the 

white noise assumption, away from the noise peak. We also propose an identification 

method, named Singular Value Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE), which assumes 
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that the noise can be represented well by an AR process. The parameters of this noise 

model are then iteratively estimated along with the exponential signal parameters, via 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based least squares. The iteration process starts 

with the white noise assumption, and improves on that by allowing the parameters in the 

noise model to vary away from the white noise case. A high order modal decomposition is 

found, and a new criterion proposed for the successful determination of the best subset of 

the identified modes in the colored noise case. Simulations show the merits of the 

SVDBE algorithm, in that the estimation results are close to the derived Cramer-Rao 

Lower Bound. 

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the Pseudo- 

Autoregressive (PAR) model for the sum of damped exponential signals in a colored noise 

environment. Chapter 3 analyzes the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the Pseudo- 

Autoregressive model. In Chapter 4 we discuss some special cases of the derived Cramer- 

Rao Lower Bound. Chapter 5 gives simulated results for the CRLB. In Chapter 6 the 

analytical Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the PAR model is obtained and compared with 

the simulated case introduced in Chapter 3. In Chapter 7 the Singular Value 

Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE) algorithm is proposed for estimation of signal 

parameters in AR(1) colored noise. The problem of the best subset size selection is 

discussed here too. The conclusions are given in Chapter 8. 
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2. Pseudo-Autoregressive Model (PAR) 

The observations are a short record of the data sequence y,, m=1,2,3,---,N, 

which is assumed to be composed of uniformly spaced samples of a sum of exponential 

signals, s_, and a colored measurement noise v, . 

y, =5, +9, n=1,2,3,--°,N (2-1a) 

where 

M n 

5, = > 4:(p,) exp(j¢,) (2-1b) 
k=1 

(2-1c) iI 

M
s
 

2 =, 

>
 Ul ne
 

The complex amplitude a, is given by 
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a, =a, exp(/¢,) (2-1d) 

and the complex mode p, is given by 

Pi = exp(-a, + jo,) (2-1e) 

where a, is the amplitude, @, is the damping factor, w, is the radian frequency, and ¢, 

is the phase of the & — th exponential signal term. In general the value of MZ is unknown. 

However, let us first assume that the value of MM is known, and assume the maximum 

possible value of M/ is equal to half the number of data points, i.e, M=N/2. Of 

particular interest and difficulty is the situation where the observation record is short and 

the signal frequency separations are less than 1/N, 1.e., the difference in the signal 

frequencies is less than the Rayleigh limit. 

Assume that the colored noise v, has autoregressive structure, and therefore 

satisfies 

P 

v= -» dyv,,+é, (2-2) 
i=l 
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where p is the order of the AR process, e, is an independent identically distributed 

complex Gaussian sequence with zero mean and variance a7, and D(z) is minimum 

phase. 

D(z) is defined as 

P . 

D(z)= 42" , a=! (2-3) 
i=0 

Now (2-1a) can be written as 

Vn = Sn — >i dv,.; +é, 

= Sh ~ 4, (y,., —s,,)+2, 

i=] 

P P 

= S, + 4,5, — Dani +e, 
i=] i=] 

P 

= 5, ~~ DT ni + e, (2-4) 

t=1 

Here the signal 5, is the signal s, filtered by the MA filter with system function 
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Fay (z) = D(z) (2-5) 

Let us see what happens to the signal after the MA filter operates on it. From (2-1b) 

14 (4) exp(j¢,) 

n
M
 

(2-6) 

Me
 

a, exp((-a ,; + jo :)n) 

= us
 

After the MA filter H7,,, (z) operates on the signal, we get a filtered signal 5, as follows 

  

M 

5, = Da DZ ) z=exp(-@,+j@, )  exp((-a, + jo,)n) 
k=1 

(2-7) 
M 

= )4, exp((-a, + j@,)n) 
k=] 

where we have defined a, as follows 

a, = a, D(z) z=exp(—a,+ja, ) (2-8) 
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We see that the damping factors in 5, are still a@,, and the frequencies are still @,, for the 

k — th signal component of 5. Substitution of (2-7) into (2-4) yields 

M P 

Yn = >» & exp|—a,n + jo,n| 7 Dh ni + a (2-9) 

k=l i=] 

We propose the structure in (2-9) as the Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR) model for 

the measurement process y,. The PAR (M7. , p) model has unknown parameters 

E=M,{G,,a,,0,}",p,{d,V,o7 (2-10) 

Note that for A4=0 the PAR(O, p) model reduces to a p-—th order autoregressive 

model. Note that when v, in (2-1a) is white noise, then in the above PAR(M, P) model, 

all d, = 0, and a, =@,, while the damping factors and frequencies remain the original ones 

for any AR(p) noise. 

For the exponential signal in (2-1) and the noise v, an actual AR(p) process, the 

observations y, obey the PAR(A/,p) model. If the noise does not have a pure AR 

structure, then the observation sequence y, does not satisfy the PAR model exactly for 

any finite order p, even if M is correct. The PAR model is expected to produce better 
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signal parameter estimates for the case of colored noise than with the assumption that the 

noise is white. We will illustrate this point with simulation examples in Chapter 4. 

In Appendix A the conditional probability density function of the Pseudo- 

Autoregressive observation sequence is derived, as 

PUY pri9¥ ps2,029 Yu |VisVa00099V 3S) 

1 (N-p) 1 N 2 

-( , exp; -—> (2-11) 
NO , oO. n= p+ 

Now let us derive the matrix form of the PAR(M,p) model in (2-9), for 

  

  

M P 

Vn >» 4, exp(—a,n + j@,n)+ DY y-1 
k=1 i=]   

n= pt+1,p+2,...,N. 

For n= p+1 in (2-9) we get 

Selatan pletion) % 
y p+i = »e mw ae senders — DEY puri +e ou 

k=1 i=] 

M PB 
— PF 
~ Pt a, ~ DIGS pari +e au 

k=] i=] 
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~ 

a, d, 

a. d, a We ee WC 
ys d, 

where we defined 

a, = ae 1*/0%) (2-13) 

In a similar rewrite we get, for n= p+2, 

SU (-artian rt) = (-aptjm) 
y p+2 = ie EG EO — GY piri + @ 542 

k=] i=] 

M 1 Pp 

= > Pr a, — EY p11 +e 42 
k=1 i=l 

a, d, 

pti pt+l pti a, d, 
=|0! P2 + Py —[Y pa Vp 0 y,| : + € 42 (2-14) 

ay d, 

Collecting all the above for 7 = p+1,p+2,---,N, yields 
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Y psi py PE Pe | GH Vp Vor oe VM YS € a+ 

Var _ pr pr . pi, a, _ y psi Vp cee 2 d, + € 542 

Yn p, Pr ve Put Ging Yu-1 Yn-2 + Yn-p d, ex 

(2-15a) 

y= R a — Y d +e 

(2-15b) 

In matrix form we thus obtain 

y=Ra-Ydt+e (2-16) 

with definitions obvious from the equivalence of (2-15a) and (2-15b). 

Equation (2-15) is the matrix form of the PAR(M, p) model. Based on this 

PAR(M, p) model we can analyze the accuracy of parameter estimation. The Cramer- 

Rao Lower Bound for estimating unknown parameters is investigated in the next chapter. 
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3. The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the 

Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR) model 

To evaluate the accuracy of parameter estimates, a general expression for the 

Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is now derived. For the white noise case, 1.e. v, is 

white, the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound can be found in several places [15, 16]. In this 

chapter we will develop the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the colored noise environment. 

We will derive the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for PAR(M,p) model parameter 

estimation. In the estimation process the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound serves as an indicator 

of the best unbiased estimation that can be made from the available observations. It is 

important, therefore, to have knowledge of the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound, in order to 

assess the performance of different estimators. 

From the probability density function of the measurement process PAR(M. , p) 

model in (2-11), and (2-16), we get the likelihood function L(-) for Q experiments, each 

consisting of (N _ p) observations. 
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i=] 
100), 2, 10) exer cxo{- LES (e" (deli) 

  = I - era 5 ty y(@)—- Ra (7) +Y (i)a)" ( y(i)- Ra (7) +Y (a) 
(x)"? 202)" pe Oo” ia 

(3-1) 

The case Q=1 corresponds to the single-experiment problem with uniform sampling. The 

case Q >1 corresponds to a multiple experiment with a time series. For example, in the 

multiple experiment case the components of the measurement vector ("snapshot") 

represent the output from JA individual sensors for a linear uniform narrow-band array 

processing problem. From snapshot to snapshot the frequencies w, and damping 

coefficients a@, do not vary, but the amplitudes a, may. This type of data is found in the 

sensor array problem [5, 6, 15, 16, 23]. 

The log likelihood function, therefore, is 

InL = -(N ~ p)QIn(x) -(N - p)QIn(o?) 

- 4S [(o()- Ral) +1(a)"(v()- RaQ] + D4) 3-2) 
e i=l 
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Defining 

a, (i) = Re(@ ()) (3-3a) 

@, (i) = Im(@(*) (3-3b) 

we now evaluate the derivatives of the log likelihood function with respect to the variables 

of interest: o7,@,(i),a, (i), d,,d,, @ and @. We obtain directly from (3-2) 

      
AlnL  (N- i€ a __{ - PO , eden (el) G-4) 

Appendix B gives the derivation of the following results: 

    

    

- a 77s ys Rel¥* (Re(K)] (3-5) 

a7 Zy Im[¥* (k)e(X)] (3-6) 
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AnL 2 Re[Re(X)] k=1,2,...,0 (3-7) 

         

    

Oa a(k) o. 

OlnL _ - aa ol F120 ~ 

= _ 25 >Re oes j) R® e(i) + eo) Ret [=1,2,...,.M (3-9) 

The matrix formulation of (3-9) is 

  

_ 4) >Re ef AE (i ') R* e(i) + Ave a(i)R*e(i)} (3-10) 
Oo, i=1 

  

where we defined the damping parameter vector a 

a=[a@, @, - ay] (3-11) 

A aug (i) = diag|a,(i) 4, (i) ... a,(i] i= 1,2,...,0 (3-12) 

R, -|3 OP, a (3-13) 
0a, CA, OA vs 
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. Ww 
p=[pr pr pr] 1=1,2,....M (3-14) 

R=[R Bo Px (3-15) 

Note that Ajjag a (i) is a column derivative with respect to the elements of @ , analogous 

to R, in (3-13). 

For the frequency parameter derivatives we find similarly 

Oa 6a"(i) 

I 

  R® | 1=1,2,...,.M (3-16) 
AinL_ 2S, ~H¢yOR™ 7. Re 2, Fg a) ei) 

which can be rewritten in matrix form as 

  nhs TRAN (Rei) + Arno (DR*()] (3-17) 
oO, i=] 

where 

=[o, @M, °° ox] (3-18) 
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  R -| $4 OP, wee Sox (3-19) 

From these results, the Fisher information matrix can be evaluated as 

I, = Elyy" (3-20a) 

where 

rT _ OlnL 

alo? a(t) a7(l) a) a7(Q) ai di a™ o'| 
  (3-20b) 

and E[] denotes expectation. We now need to find the elements of 7,, such as 

      
oe] }=-#| oO (aia 6-21) 

Oa | Oa Oa\ Oa 

which for later convenience will be given compact letter definitions as well. 

In order to evaluate these expectations we need some results which were proven 

earlier [15]: 
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(N - p) 0% 
(N — p\(N -p+l)o! He" Oeie"(e0]-| 

Fle" (etie" (Q]= 0” forall jand 

Refs} Rely} => {Refo”]+R0") 

Im{x}Im{y" } = ~= {Relay ] - Refxy"} 

Re{x}Im{y} = = (imxy" —Im[xy"} 

We will also make use of the following: 

imx}Re{y"} => {im[29"]+imf” 

By using equation (3-22), we obtain 
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i¢l 

i=l 
(3-22) 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 
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YD Ae" (ielDe" (Ne(0] 8 
O,. i=l i= 

    
o* LWA, DS Ly" aif 

_W=p) 0" ,(W-p) Oo",   E(w - pv - p+1)+(Q- (N= 2)"] 

  

Oo, 0, 

_Q(N-p) _,O'(N-p) O(N-»)  (N-P)O 
a, o, o, o, 

(3-25) 

  From equation (3-23) and equation (3-4) we note that ant is not correlated 
2 
@ 

with any of the other partial derivatives. 

Next, we use equations (3-21) and (3-24) and the fact that Ele(i)e” (A)| = 0 for all 

iand / and get 
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(3-29b) 

(3-30a) 

(3-30b) 

(3-31a) 

(3-31b) 

(3-32a) 
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vo 6) 
-2 Im] R™R Agee o(k)] + Im| RR, Asae (*)] (3-32b) 

eicacal 

= -2.54 Rel E(Y*(k))R A stag 0 (k)] + Ref E(Y" (ER, Asay (*)] (3-33a) 

Nil
l 

, _ 
Er OlnL 

Od, |   ee 
- -23} Im] E(Y"(K))R Aang o()] + Im] EP (k))R, Asie (4)| (3-33b) 

=x" .|[ aint Paine] moe 5] | 
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~ a Re[R"R Agee a(k)|+Re[R"R, Asay (*)| (3-34a) 
2 
e 

we 
2 H H -34 Im[R™R A,gag.a(#)|+ In| RR, A seg (*)| (3-34b) 

= -2,>/ Re[E(Y"(E))R Aanga(k)]+ Rel E(P" (k))R, Ade (®)| (3-35a) 
=] 

il
l 

‘of 24] am | 

--2,5} Im] H(¥"(&))R A viag 0 (4)] + Im[E(P" (B))R, Aaa (4)] (3-35b) 
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    cof ee 
2< . . _ 23) Rel Aiago(k)R"R Agee a(#)]+ Re] Aviae oR” Re Asiag (*)| 

k=1 

+Re[ Az. (E)RER Avice a(k)| + Rel Ang (RE R. Astor (| (3-36) 

    

T AL | || 
Oa Oa 

2 2 * H * H = oe Rel Avg a(#)R™R A,iag.a(k)]+ Re] Aviag aR” Re Asie ()] 

+Re AT (ARERR Asie a (k)] + Rel 47, (A)RER, Aue (*)| (3-37) 

    ate See] at] 

  
2 2 * * =5 > Re| Ai. (K)RER Auiey o (%)| + Rel Abiag oR” Ry Actes (*)] 

e k=) 
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+Re Arg (K)RER A,sap.o(k)| + Re| Aitay (K)RE Ro A diag (&)| (3-38) 

The derivations of (3-26) through (3-38) can be found in Appendix C. 

From (3-20), (3-21), and (3-26a) through (3-38) the Fisher information matrix can 

be written as follows 

  

  

  

  

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
        

(NW - pO ] 

c Bl) BO) s(t) w() 

1,- C 4% HD -HO IQ WO 
C C_ BQ) BQ) SQ) WO) 

B(l) -BY(l) -- BY(Q) -B"(Q.) F -F YT YP 
Bel) BY) «= BQ) BYQ) F F T Y¥ 
s*() -s"() + s"@ -s"(Q) Te I" A x 

| W(t) -w*() -- W(Q) -W"(Q) VE VF xXF QO | 

(3-39) 

where the unspecified elements are zero. Now remove the first row and the first column 

of J, and define the remaining matrix as I,(@), where 
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W(l) -WF(l) - 

@,(Q) a;(Q) dp 
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B(Q) 
_F   

(3-40) 

(3-41) 

(3-42) 

(3-43) 
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A X 
Jn = ye a (3-44) 

Then the Fisher information matrix J f (0) can be written as 

J, J 
I,(@y=| 7 ~” 3-45 
s( ) | ( 

By taking the inverse of J,(@), we get the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for 0 

- +1 - 

cnwi=|_ Cv Yeteta) | Un dela) Tele) Gag 
(Sun - In Sut S2) JJ, (Soy - Jn Jn Si) 

For the parameters @ and @ we thus have 

CRLB* (fa? 0°’) = (Ja ~Javii Sa) (3-47a) 

A X A II 
= ~ 3-47b Lr alle o| 04 

where 
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A= Rey {r* qr -B" (CS) S* ()G|S(k) - arr] (3-48) 

B= Rey” {v*7r - BCS W* ()G[S(k)- awyrr}} (3-49) 

TI = Rey” {r¥7[v - B¥(k)C"W(k)]+ s S* ()G[W(k) - aur} (3-50) 

@= Rey {v"7r - BC WHS: W" (1)G|W(k)- aeyr-v} (3-51) 

where we have defined 

G= evs, + CRLF - SB" ()C*BQ) : re" (3-52) 

T= G - YB" (JC) : (3-53) 
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The proof of (3-47) through (3-51) can be found in Appendix D. 

In practice the frequency parameters are often of interest, sometimes without the 

other parameters. From (3-47) we can obtain the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the 

frequency estimates. 

CRLB™ (w) =(Q- @)-(X" -E\A- A) '(X-T) (3-54) 
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4. Special Case CRLB for the PAR Model 

The results in the previous chapters are rather general and should produce the 

expected earlier derived results when considering the corresponding environments. The 

generalizations provided here are the colored measurement noise and the introduction of 

damping. If we consider white noise as a limiting form of colored noise, and an undamped 

signal as a limiting form of a damped signal, then present CRLB results should 

corroborate previous CRLB results. 

4.1 Multiple Experiments in White Noise 

If we consider undamped signals, i.e. @ =0, and white measurement noise, then 

the partition corresponding to [d 7, 6d? at | is removed from the parameter vector used 

in (3-40). Consequently the terms B,F,S,I,V,A,X in (3-39) do not exist, and J,, in 

(3-44) becomes equal to 2. Equation (3-54) now reduces to 
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CRLB™(@) =(Q- @) (4-1) 

Noting that C=C + iC and W=W+ jw and using (3-26) and (3-32), equation (3-51) 

reduces to 

@ = > Rel" (k)C"'W(k)] 

  * Sore (R*R A,tog (K+ RR Aaag(#)) (RER) (RER Asay o()+ R™R,Asg() 
Oe k=1 

  

2 Q 

= >», 
e k= oO 1 

Re| Avago (E)R” RA diag, (k)] + Re| Avago (AR Ry A ciag (4) 

+ Ref Ae (KRY Rdg.» (| + Rel An (K)RER(R™R) ROR, Ag (8) (4-2) 

Substitution of (4-2) and (3-38) in (4-1) yields 

2 
CRLB(@) = 

o 
  

Q - 

Re A 1 (W)RER, Aang (#)- Az (K)RER(R™R) RR, As (K) 
k=1 a

w
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= 2, y Ref AH (k)R" [ R(R*R) RR, Avtag (4) (4-3) 

Finally we get for the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for @: 

  CRLB(@) = c S Rel Ait (k)R# 7 — R(R* RY R* IR, A w}) (4-4) 
k= 

For this special case our result in (4-4) agrees with that previously found (Equation (4-1) 

in [15]). The case of an undamped deterministic amplitude exponential signal in white 

Gaussian noise is a limiting form of the case of damped, random amplitude exponential 

signals in colored noise. 

4.2 Single Experiment in White Noise 

For a_ single experiment (Q=1), single undamped exponential signal 

(M = 1,a = 0), in white noise (p = 0), from (3-14) ,(3-15), (3-12), and (3-19) we get 

R=[1 el, evo 
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A sag =A diag 

R*?R=N 

R, =(0 jel + j(N - eT 

N(N -1)(2N —1) 
RER, = 1? +2?++4(N-1)’ = - 

N(N -1) 5 (4-5)   RER= — [1+ 2+--+(N -1)] =-j 

From (4-4) we now get 

o -1 

CRLB(@) = = Rela" RE R, a -@* RER(R*R) R*R a}   

2 60°, 

~ a N(n? = 1) 

_ 6 
~ N(N? -1)SNR 
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>= W?SNR for large N (4-6a) 

where we defined 

al’ SNR = oO? (4-6b) 
é 

This result agrees with earlier results for the single sinusoid [18] in this special case. 

4.3 Single Experiment in Colored Noise 

For a single experiment (Q=1), and a single undamped exponential signal 

(M = 1,a = 0) in colored noise (p #0), the partition of the parameter vector @ in (3-40) 

corresponding to a does not exist. Therefore A, X,X” ,T,S in (3-39) do not exist, and 

A,I,& in (3-47) do not exist. We now need to evaluate © from (3-38) and © from (3- 

51). Therefore we need 

R=[e” gileto ere (4-7a) 
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R, =| jpe?? j(p+ ier... HN Dew] (4-7) 

RER. =|?" +(p+i)y+-+(N-1)] 

_ (WN -1)(2N -1)- p(p-X2p-1) 8 (4-7c) 6 P 

R? R= -j[p +(e + 1)+---+(N - 1) 

  

a, (N+p “a -P) (4-74) 

R®R _ (NV _ p) 
(4-7e) 

Aig = (4-76) 

[aa)_. 
A jag. -| 34 |- 2 (4 7g) 

From (4-7) and (3-38) we now obtain 
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(V+ p-INN - Pp) ~ 2 - oe Q= Ri _ . N- o _ ow . 

= o ja (N - p)ja - ja" j 5 
ée 

a(-7 (N + p- MN ~ ia age NIN-DQN- )- P(p -1\(2p-}) | 

~|2 
2a 

= AE Rel — p)+ 2 

€ 

  
(N+p-I(N-p)  N(N-1)(2N -1)- rp —Wee=3} 

2 6 

_ 221 ad (W ~ p?)+ NW -DEN = J P(p-1)(2p = (4-8) 
e 

From (3-51) in this case we obtain @ ; the derivation is given in Appendix E. 

o= nel as, "B+ AL AUR |(RUR)" + (Rt) Re atryTE(y" a(R") 

( R RA agg +R Ry Aaiag) ~ RX E(YE(Y*Y)) (E(¥")RA ago + E(P™ VR, Aig ) 

AT +( Adveo R™E(Y) + Ag, ROE(Y))T x 
diag” “a 
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+BY" )Rhagn + EY" )Re ay EY" )R(RR) (RRA zag + R*R, Aare) diag,@ 

  
_ a pe| os 1)’ : (N+p+l) N+P ~1) RYE(YYTE(Y")R + REE(Y)TE(Y”)R, 

_(Vt+pt)) -1 (N+ 2 +1) N=) RY E(V)TE(Y")RR“E(Y\(E(¥"Y)) E(Y"\R R*E(Y\(E(Y*Y)) E(Y")R 

(N+ p+]) -1 aan RMBUN(EIY)) BUR, +See py RYN ELY™ RRM ECL") EY") 

Nee Dax eqryre(r")R — R*E(Y)TE(Y")R, I (4-9) 

where 

T= [a(r*Y) - E(Y")R(R*R) REQ) (4-10) 

For this special case, finally the following Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for frequency 

estimation is obtained 
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= 20,5, 
  Re{1- S (Ww +p) + 3)R" E(Y)TE(Y* )R +4REE(Y)TE(Y")R, 

ane -AN+p+)R'HHH(Y"Y)) HY" )R R'AHTAY" RR ANE(Y"Y) AYR   

fins pr) REYE(Y"Y|) HY"\R, a *pry ey RTE RRA (YY) APR, 

-l 

-2(N + p-1)RZE(Y)TE(Y")R-4R" E(Y)TE(Y")R, }} (4-11) 

where 

S,= ! (4-12) 
4S, -(N- p\N + p-}) 
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4.3.1 Colored Noise of Order 0 (White Noise) 

In this case, the partition of the parameter vector @ in (3-40) corresponding to 

d,,,d,,a@ does not exist, so that from (3-39) we note that the terms S(-) and S(-) do not 

. We then obtain 
N(N -1)2N -1 

exist and because p = 0, from (4-7c) we find S, = NUN) 

  

from (4-11) 

CRLB(@) = oe 2 | 
lal’ 4S, —(N - p\N + p- 1)’ Pe 

2 

-fe 6 (4-13)   

This result agrees with (4-6) and agrees with the previous result [18] for this special case. 

4.3.2. The First Order Colored Noise Case 

For this case we have from (2-15) and (3-19) 

E(Y) =[E() E(y,) + Evy) 
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B(r"Y )=E AS Ly ‘ 

R= ler" eiPe .,, gi(N-lo i 

N-1 

R*E(Y) = > E(y, je" 

k=] 

R, = [ipe? i(p + Neo ee j(N _ etre]! 

N-1 

REE(Y) = -j> kE(y, je" 
(4:14) 

k=1 

Substituting (4-14) into (4-11), yields the CRLB for first-order AR noise: 

oO, 6 3T Mt) te - 
CRIBo) “Coal x ay KE(y, Je D2 (7 + IE(y,)e 

  ANB‘) SIL aly )e™ 0-2 Sv} S Hpi ATS aly) 
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| lS y, | i 5 (+1) (y7)e" (wv -1)T +S. B(y, eS Ey; )} i=l k=] l=] 

(4-15) 

where 

T = lz(r"Y) ~ E(Y")R(R*R) EQ) 

-[( Si) pL Sabiler Saye | (16 
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5. Simulated CRLB for PAR Model 

In this chapter we present some computer simulation results and plausibility 

arguments towards confirmation of our bounds. The behaviors of the Cramer-Rao Lower 

Bound for the Pseudo-Autoregressive PAR(™, D) model are illustrated with respect to 

the autoregressive order p, the number of signals A/, the data length NV , and the signal 

frequency separation Af. The expectation operations in the expression for the bounds in 

the previous chapter have been replaced by averages computed from 50 independent noise 

realizations. 
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5.1 First Order Autoregressive Noise With a Single Signal 

5.1.1 CRLB (7) for AR(1) Noise for Different Data Length N 

In this experiment a Pseudo-Autoregressive PAR(M, Pp) model with p=1 and 

M =1 was chosen. The first order autoregressive process has the parameter d, = 0.95, 

and its zero-lag covariance is unity. In this case the CRLB for the estimation of signal 

frequency was calculated from (4-15) for different numbers of data samples N 

(N =5, 10, 25). For comparative purposes the CRLB for the estimation of signal 

frequency for the same power white noise case is also calculated, from (4-4). In Fig. 5.la 

the solid line shows the spectrum of the first order autoregressive noise, while the dashed 

line represents the same power white noise spectrum. Frequency is given as a fraction of 

the sampling frequency. In Fig. 5.1b any solid line shows the CRLB function of (4-15) for 

data length N=5, with E(-) replaced by an estimate based on 50 independent noise 

realizations. The figure shows 50 such lines. In Fig. 5.1c the solid line shows the mean 

value of the CRLB function for estimation of signal frequency versus normalized signal 

frequency with data length N=5 based on the 50 graphs in Fig. 5.1b. Similarly, Fig. 5.1d 

and Fig. 5.le present the cases for data length N = 10, and Fig. 5.1f and Fig. 5.1g for data 

length N=25. From these figures we see that the CRLB for estimation of frequency 

gradually reduces as the number of data samples increases. In this autoregressive noise 
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environment, if we use the white noise assumption to estimate the signal frequency, the 

CRLB for estimation of frequency will be obtained as shown by the dotted line in Figures 

5.1b through 5.1g. Comparing the dashed line with the solid line we observe that for the 

colored noise case the lower bound using the white noise assumption will generally show a 

pessimistic picture of the attainable variance relative to that possible with the assumption 

of a colored noise environment. Away from the AR peak one can do almost an order of 

magnitude better, even for relatively short data lengths. 
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Fig. 5.1a Same power spectral densities for AR(1) noise and white noise. 
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Fig. 5.1b CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise for N=5. 
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Fig. 5.lc CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise 

for N=5; mean value based on 50x 50 realizations. 
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Fig. 5.1d CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise for N=10. 
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Fig. 5.le CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise 
for N=10; mean value based on 50x 50 realizations. 
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Fig. 5.1f CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise for N=25. 
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Fig.5.1g CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise 

for N=25; mean value based on 50x 50 realizations. 
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5.1.2 Different Bandwidths for Same Power AR(1) Noise 

We now keep the autoregressive noise zero-lag covariance at unity for different 

pole radii and let the number of data samples N equal 25. In Fig. 5.2a the solid line 

shows the spectrum for the AR(1) process with parameter d, = 0.95, the dashed line is for 

d, = 08, the dash-dot line is for d, = 0.5, the long-dashed line is for d, = 0.2, and the 

short-dashed line is for the same power white noise spectrum. Fig. 5.2b shows the CRLB 

for estimation of frequency (simulated as in Section 5.1.1) for different d,; the short- 

dashed line shows the CRLB for estimation of signal frequency for the same power white 

noise case, the dotted line shows the CRLB for estimation of signal frequency for d, = 0 

case. From Fig. 5.2a, we see that when the parameter d, is reduced, the power spectral 

density of the autoregressive noise gradually closes in on the white noise case. 

Accordingly, Fig. 5.2b shows that when the number of data samples does not change, the 

CRLB for estimation of signal frequency in AR(1) noise flattens, and closes in on the 

CRLB for estimation of signal frequency in the white noise case as d, is gradually 

reduced. 
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Fig. 5.2a Spectrum of AR noise with different d, and white noise spectrum. 
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Fig. 5.2b CRLB(“f) for AR noise with different d, and CRLB(“f) for white noise; 
mean value based on 50x 50 realizations. 
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5.2 First Order Autoregressive Noise With Two Signals 

This simulation uses the PAR(M,p) model with p=1 and M=2. In this 

experiment the first order autoregressive noise has the parameter d, = 0.95, and its zero- 

lag covariance equals unity. We choose /, = 0.1 as a reference frequency, and vary the 

frequency fi, where f= f2+Af. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the signal frequency locations with 

respect to the colored noise location. The CRLB for estimation of signal frequency is 

simulated from (3-54) for different Af and for different numbers of data samples 

(simulated as in Section 5.1.1). Fig. 5.4 illustrates the CRLB for estimation of signal 

frequency /f, versus the signal frequency difference Af for various numbers of data 

samples NV. From this figure we see that the CRLB for the estimation of signal frequency 

is very high for small frequency separations. This is due to the fact that signal frequency 

estimation becomes more difficult when the frequency difference of two signals vanishes, 

as is known from the white noise case [20]. 
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Fig. 5.3 Locations of signal frequencies and colored noise. 
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Fig. 5.4 CRLB(“ f) versus to signal frequency difference for AR(1) noise. 
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Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the results for the entire range of frequency separation; 

the solid lines represent the CRLB for estimation of frequency f, in AR(1) noise and the 

dashed lines represent the CRLB for estimation of frequency /f, in white noise. In Fig. 

5.5a the solid line illustrates the CRLB for estimation of frequency f, in AR(1) noise with 

N=10. From Fig. 5.5b we see that when the frequency difference is small the CRLB for 

estimation of frequency is high, and that when the frequency difference is large enough the 

CRLB for estimation of signal frequency f, closes in on the single signal case (around 

Af =0.4 the behavior is the same as around f=0.5 in Fig. 5.le). Note that the 

bandwidth around Af = 0.4 is about 0.3, which equals the bandwidth around f =0.5 in 

Fig. 5.le. The peak around Af =0.4 is just above 4x10, whereas in Fig. 5.le it is 

about 2x10. The dashed line in Fig. 5.5b shows the CRLB for estimation of frequency 

j\ in the white noise case, and we see that when the signal frequency difference is large 

enough, its behavior is the same as in Fig. 5.le. Fig. 5.6 shows the same results for N=25. 

From Fig. 5.6b we see that when the frequency difference becomes large enough the 

CRLB for the estimation of signal frequency /, is relatively close to the CRLB for the 

single signal case shown in Fig. 5.1g (around Af =0.4 the behavior is the same as for 

f =0.5 in Fig. 5.1g). Note that the bandwidth around Af =0.4 is about the same 

bandwidth around f = 0.5 in Fig. 5.1g. In Fig. 5.6b the peak around Af = 0.4 is just 

above 8 x10“, whereas in Fig. 5.1g it is less than 710%. 
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In Fig. 5.6a and 5.6b the dashed lines show the CRLB for estimation of frequency 

Ji in the white noise case. From Fig. 5.6 we see that by making the colored noise 

assumption the bound on the variance of signal frequency estimation is about 10°, while 

by making the white noise assumption the bound on the variance is about 10~, an order of 

magnitude higher. Note that the peak value around Af = 0.4 is closer to that in the single 

signal case for N=25 than for N=10. This is consistent with the CRLB approximating the 

single signal case CRLB when the signal frequency difference becomes large. 
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Fig. 5.5a CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise vs. 
signal frequency difference Af for N=10 and 50x 50 realizations. 
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Fig. 5.5b CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise vs. 
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Fig. 5.6a CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise vs. 
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Fig. 5.6b CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise vs. Af 

signal frequency difference for N=25; mean value from 50x 50 realizations. 
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6. Analytical CRLB for PAR Model 

6.1 PAR Model Structure Analysis 

In Chapters 4 and 5 we discussed the CRLB and its simulation results for the 

PAR(M, p) model. Now the analytical CRLB will be considered. The purpose for the 

analytical CRLB is that we can better understand the properties of the process at hand, if 

the side-effects of simulation are removed. An analytical evaluation in computationally 

more efficient as well. 

From (2-4) we derive the Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR) model structure, as 

shown in Fig. 6.1. 
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Fig. 6.1 Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR) model structure. 

From s, to 5, we have the transfer function H,(z) 

H(2)- 5) 
S(z) 

=14+ dz) 4+d,z7°+--4+d 27 (6-1) 

From (6-1) the signal sequence ‘s, can be obtained as follows 
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S, =S, +d,S,_, +d,5, .+:-+d (6-2) 
pn-p 

Now, letting the sum of 5, and e, be the input sequence, the output sequence y, can be 

found through the transfer function 7, (z) . 

H,(2) “SND (6-3) 

where E(z) is the Z-transform of the input sequence e, . 

From Fig. 6.1 H(z) and H,(z) have related structures, in particular 

H,(2) ae) (6-4) 

Using the transform function H,(z) and H(z) Fig. 6.1 can be simplified as Fig. 6.2. 
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Fig. 6.2 Simplified Pseudo-Autoregressive (PAR) model structure. 

By using the superposition theorem, from Fig. 6.2, we obtain the following: 

(1). If there is no noise, i.e., e, = 0, and there is only signal input to the system, 

the output is the same as the input signal. The effects of the filters H,(z) and 

1 . . . 
H,(z) =—— cancel each other out. We use y* to represent the output signal in this 

A, (z) 

special case. 

(2). If there is no signal, i.e., s, =0, and there is only the white noise sequence e, 

as the input driving component, then the output is an autoregressive process. In this case 

the input white noise sequence is filtered by an all-pole filter. We use y° to represent the 

output in this special case. 
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From the superposition theorem the system output can now be written as 

Yn, =Yity, (6-5) 

In equation (4-15) we have the terms E(Y) and terms E(Y #Y ), where the E(.) 

represents the expectation operator and the matrix Y is defined in equation (2-15). By 

using (6-5) we find 

E(Y) = E(¥* +Y*) 

= E(Y*) 

=¥° (6-6a) 

where 

Ye Von vy 

yra[ret Ye 2 (6-6b) 

Yya Yn-2 YN-p 
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E(¥*)=0 (6-6c) 

Note that we use the fact that the white noise has an expected value of zero. 

For the E(Y 4y ) term we investigate its general (ij)-th element, i.e., the i-th row 

and the j-th column element of E(¥ ay ). 

N-p 

B(Y"Y), = af (Vor yp) 
I=) 

N- * 
= As (Veer + Vout) (Vi r Yeu) [=] 

N- * * * 

= BE |( (Vo.r1) Young +(ns) Moers +(VSer1) Maury +(e) Yui) 

(6-7) 

The term y* is the signal term, and is a deterministic term for deterministic signals. 

Because y* is an autoregressive process driven by a zero mean white noise process, its 

expected value equals zero, 

E(¥*)=0 (6-8) 
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and its autocorrelation function is 

E(¥5u11) Yura) =Pyye~ J) (6-9) 

By using (6-8) and (6-9), equation (6-7) can be written as 

N-p 

BLY), = Sf Bl Yin) Pers) + E(u) Yer) f=] 

N-p N-p 

l=1 
= Ll (ype) Yor + Da yeye (i — j) (6-10) 

l=1 

The relationship between the parameters of an autoregressive process and its 

autocorrelation function follows the Yule-Walker equations [20]. 

-¥ (tyr, (k=) for kz! 
Ty (k)=4 (6-11) 

-> d(i)r,.., (+02 jor k=0 
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Equation (6-11) shows the nonlinear relationship between the parameters of the AR 

process and the autocorrelation function. However, when given the autocorrelation 

function the AR parameters can be found by solving a system of linear equations from the 

Yule-Walker equation. When given the AR parameters we can find the autocorrelation 

function [58]. 

6.2 Analytical CRLB for Autoregressive Colored Noise Case 

From (4-11), and using (6-5), (6-10), (6-11), we obtain the CRLB for the PAR 

model in the autoregressive colored noise case. 

CRLB(w) = 7225. Ref -S, (w +p)’ +3)RY'T(Y") R+4ReY'T(P") R, 
~|2 
a 

-2(N + p+i)R"¥*(E(¥"¥)) (¥°)R 

_ (N+ p+) 
Op) R*y'(¥*)" RR*Y*(E(Y*¥)) (¥*)R 

+ 4 2(N +p+IR"Y*(E(Y*¥)) (¥°)R, 
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AN +P +) 

TOP Dewy af) ae (erer)) (rR 

-2(N + p-1)R7Y*7(¥*) R-4R"Y'7(¥") R, i (6-12a) 

  

where 

= (6-12b) 
4S, —-(N-p)(N+p-l) 

T= la(r"7) _(¥ )R(R*R) Rey] (6-12c) 

HEY), =F] ri) Yes] Loy Od) (6-124) 

Note that (6-12d) represents the ij-th element of the matrix E(Y "Y ) . 
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6.3 Analytical CRLB Evaluation Results 

In this section we present some computer evaluation results and comparisons 

towards confirmation of our analytical bounds. The behavior of the analytical Cramer-Rao 

Lower Bound for the Pseudo-Autoregressive PAR(M, p) model are illustrated with 

respect to the autoregressive order p, the number of signal A/, the sample data length 

N , and the signal frequency separation A/. 

6.3.1 First Order Autoregressive Noise With Single Signal 

In this section we evaluate the analytical CRLB for estimation of signal frequency 

for the first order autoregressive noise for different data length N. In this simulation a 

Pseudo-Autoregressive PAR(M, p) model with p=1 and A4=1 was chosen. As in 

Chapter 5 the first order autoregressive noise process has the parameter d, = 0.95, and its 

zero-lag covariance is unity. In this case the analytical CRLB for estimation of signal 

frequency was calculated from (6-12a) to (6-12d) with different numbers of data samples 

N (N=10 and N=25). For comparative purposes the CRLB for the estimation of 

signal frequency for the same power white noise case is also calculated, from (4-4). The 

spectrum of the first order autoregressive noise was shown in Fig. 5.1la as the solid line, 

while the dashed line represented the same power white noise spectrum. Frequency is 
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given as a fraction of sampling frequency. In Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 the solid lines show the 

analytical CRLB for the estimation of signal frequency in the first order autoregressive 

noise with a single signal, whereas the dashed lines show the CRLB for the estimation of 

signal frequency in the same power white noise case. In Fig. 6.3 the analytical CRLB for 

the estimation of signal frequency is for sample data length N=10. From Fig. 6.3 we 

observe that the peak is about 8.5x10~ and the analytical CRLB for estimation of signal 

frequency has a bandwidth almost the same as seem in the simulation results shown in Fig. 

5.le. In Fig. 6.4 the analytical CRLB for estimation of signal frequency is for sample data 

length N = 25, and the noise is the same as used for generating Fig. 6.3. From Fig. 6.4 

we observe that the peak is about 4x10~, and the analytical CRLB for estimation of 

signal frequency has the same bandwidth as the statistical simulation results shown in Fig. 

5.1g. 
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Fig. 6.3. Analytical CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise for N =10. 
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Fig. 6.4 Analytical CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and white noise for N = 25 
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6.3.2 First Order Autoregressive Noise With Two Signals 

This evaluation uses the PAR(M,p) model with p=1 and M=2. In this 

experiment the first order autoregressive noise has the parameter d, = 0.95, and its zero- 

lag covariance equals unity. As in the simulations, we choose the signal frequency 

J, =91 as a reference frequency, and vary the frequency 7, where f, = f,+Af. Fig. 

5.3 illustrated the signal frequency locations with respect to the colored noise location. 

The analytical CRLB for estimation of frequency is calculated from (6-12) for different 

Af and for different numbers of data samples (by simulation as in Section 5.2). Fig. 6.5 

and Fig. 6.6 show the results for the entire range of frequency separation; the solid lines 

represent the analytical CRLB for estimation of frequency f, in AR(1) noise and the 

dashed lines represent the CRLB for estimation of frequency /, in white noise. In Fig. 

6.5 the solid line illustrates the analytical CRLB for estimation of frequency f, in AR(1) 

noise with N =10. From Fig. 6.5 we see that when the frequency difference is small the 

CRLB for estimation of frequency is high, and that when the frequency separation is large 

enough the CRLB for estimation of signal frequency f, closes in on the single signal case 

(around Af = 0.4 the behavior is the same as around f =0.5 in Fig. 6.3. Note that the 

bandwidth around Af = 0.4 is approximately equal to the bandwidth around #=05 in 

Fig. 6.3. The peak in Fig. 6.5 around Af =04 is 1x10, whereas in Fig. 6.3 it is about 
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9x10. The dashed line in Fig. 6.5 shows the CRLB for estimation frequency f, in 

white noise case, and we see that when the signal frequency difference is large enough, its 

behavior is the same as in Fig. 6.3. Note that the analytical CRLB results for estimation of 

frequency in Fig. 6.5 are almost the same as the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.5a, Fig. 

5.5b. Fig. 6.6 shows similar results for MN =25. From Fig. 6.6 we see that when the 

frequency difference becomes large enough the CRLB for estimation of frequency f, is 

relatively close to the CRLB for the single signal case shown in Fig. 6.4 (around Af = 0.4 

the behavior is the same as for f=05 in Fig. 6.4). Note that the bandwidth around 

Af = 04 in Fig. 6.6 almost equals the bandwidth around f =05 in Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.6 

the peak around Af =04 is 5x10“, whereas in Fig. 6.4 it is 45x10~. In Fig. 6.6 the 

dashed line shows the CRLB for estimation of frequency /, in the white noise case. From 

Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 we see that the two signals CRLB approximates the single signal 

CRLB when the signal frequency difference becomes large enough, for large enough JN . 
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Fig. 6.5 Analytical CRLB comparison for AR(1) noise and 
white noise vs. Af signal frequency difference for N =10. 
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white noise vs. Af signal frequency difference for N = 25. 
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7. Parameter Estimation of Exponential 

Signals in Colored Noise 

An algorithmic procedure is presented for the estimation of the parameters of 

exponential signals, measured in colored noise. Previous published papers on identifying 

sinusoids in noise have concentrated mainly on white noise disturbances. In a practical 

environment however, the disturbance is usually colored; sea-clutter, in a radar context, is 

lowpass type noise for example. 

When least squares type estimates are used in the colored noise environment, this 

usually leads to an unacceptable bias in the estimates. In this chapter we propose an 

identification method named Singular Value Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE). 

In this approach we assume that the noise can be represented well by an AR process. The 

parameters of this noise model are then iteratively estimated along with the exponential 

signal parameters, via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based least squares. The 

iteration process starts with the white noise assumption, and improves on that by allowing 
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the parameters in the noise model to vary away from the white noise case. A high order 

modal decomposition is found, and the best subset of the identified modes is selected. 

Simulations and comparisons with the CRLB assess the merits of the proposed algorithm. 

7.1 Introduction of the Estimation Method 

The traditional least squares identification approach has immediate appeal because 

of theoretical simplicity and ease of implementation. In colored noise environments, 

however, they lead to estimates with an unacceptable bias for most applications. In this 

chapter, which is a more complete extension of previous work [19], we propose an 

identification method which uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to estimate and 

eliminate the bias in the estimated parameters. It is referred to as Singular Value 

Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE). 

The key idea in our SVDBE method is to reduce the residual, leading to an 

unbiased estimate. Using the SVDBE method for identifying parameters in colored noise, 

we can analyze the singular values and readily reduce the noise disturbing the signal, 

which is similar to increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Another advantage of using 

the SVDBE method is its computational simplicity, which goes a long way towards 
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avoiding numerical instability. No matter how ill-conditioned (singular even) the system 

data matrix is, SVDBE can efficiently give satisfactory results. 

For clarity of presentation, we restrict attention to undamped exponential signal 

forms. The values of the parameters of a linear combination of exponential functions will 

be determined for the case of uniformly spaced samples. A short record of a data 

sequence y, m=1,2,---,N is assumed to be composed of uniformly spaced samples of a 

sum of undamped exponential signals, x, , and colored noise v,,. 

Vn =X_tVp n=1,2,---,N (7-1a) 

M 
x, = 2an(6.)" (7-1b) 

N>2M (7-1c) 

c, = exp(s,) (7-1d) 

The parameters a, and s, for k =1,2,---,44, are unknown, complex numbers. In 

general the value of A¢ is also unknown, but we will initially assume it to be known. The 

exponential sum signal is then the solution of a constant coefficient, linear, homogeneous 
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difference equation with appropriate initial conditions [51, 52], for some particular set 

{5 re where 5, =1. 

M 

> eX n+ = M<nsN 
k= 

Alternatively we can write 

B(g"')x, =0 M<nsN 

M 

Bq") => b,90°"5 b, =1 
m=0 

where q™' denotes the unit sample time delay operator. 

(7-2) 

(7-3) 

(7-4) 

The white noise situation has been investigated extensively [1, 7, 51, 52]. In this 

chapter we continue and extend the investigation of the general case in which v, is 

colored noise [51]. 

In Section 7.2 more notation is established, and we review the fact that the Least 

Squares parameter estimate is a biased estimate in the colored noise situation. The 

SVDBE algorithm is proposed in Section 7.3, and shown to be effective for an AR 
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colored noise environment. The choice of the best subset out of the A/ determined 

modes is discussed, followed by some comparative simulation results for AR colored noise 

models. 

7.2 Bias Due to Colored Noise 

Operating on (7-1a) with Bq *) yields 

Bq" )y, = B(" )x, + BY", 

Now define the noise term £,, as follows 

Substituting (7-3), which is valid for M <n< WN, in (7-5) yields 

BQ" )\y, =B, M<ns<N 

or writing out , 
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(7-5) 

(7-6) 

(7-7) 
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M 

Yn = — bY ne + Bn M<n<N (7-8) 
k=1 

In matrix notation: 

y=Yb+B (7-9a) 

Ym Sui" Vi 

Y= Yaa YM ” ” (7-9b) 

Yn-1 Yn-2 ''' Yn-M 

YM+1 Bun 

Yas Bun 
y=] |; p=|" (7-9) 

YN By 

Suppose a LS estimate 6 of 5 = [4 4, bul is found from 

b=(y7Y) Y7y (7-10) 

Then the expected value of 5 is 
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E(6) = H(r"¥)" Y" (Yb + ) 

=b+ E(v"Y) "| (7-11) 

The term al(¥ , y) r B represents the parameter bias. When f/f, is white 

noise, then the Least Squares estimate 5 is unbiased. In general, for the colored noise 

case the Least Squares estimate is biased [53]. It is this bias term that we set out to 

eliminate. 

7.3 The SVDBE Algorithm 

Assume that the colored noise residual in (7-8) satisfies an autoregressive (AR) 

model, that is 

P 

» A,B nk =e, (7- 12) 
k=0 
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where p is the order of the AR noise model, and e,, is a white noise process. This model, 

though not our procedure, is like that for Generalized Least Squares (GLS) identification 

[53, 54, 55]. Equation (7-12) can be rewritten as 

D(g")B, =e, 

-1 P 

D(g")=>4,9"; dy =1 
n=0 

In matrix notation (7-13a) can be expressed as 

B=Gdt+e M<n<N 

Bus Buea 7 Bun-p 

_| Bae Bu ~ Butv2-p 
G= 

Bua By-o ~~ By- P 

d, Cu+1 

d. 
d=| | e=| “M 

d, ey 
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(7-13b) 

(7-14a) 

(7-14b) 

(7-14c) 
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Substituting (7-14a) into (7-9a), we get 

[Y G| b + (7-15) = @ - 

y d 

Equation (7-15) has white residuals, so the parameters can be estimated without 

bias, by minimizing 

J=e'e (7-16) 

That is 

A —1 

b|_[y"y y'G] |y"y (7-11) 
d| |GTY G'G| |G’y 

In (7-17) the matrixes Y7Y and G’G are square, so we use the partitioned 

matrix inverse [56]. We define thereto 

F =(G"G)-(a"y\(r"¥) (y’G) (7-18) 

which then yields 
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em me] - (ry) +(r7¥) (a)rr(eryyyty)” -(r7v) (rar (7-19) 
GTY G'G| | -F*(e7y\r"¥) Fr 

Substituting (7-19) into (7-17) yields 

6=(r"v) ¥ty+(r7x) (y’G\r(a'y\(rx) yy-(r"¥) (¥7G)F"G’y (7-20) 

d=-F\(GTy\y"y) Y'y+F7G"y (7-21) 

Substituting (7-21) into (7-20), we obtain 

b=(r"y) y"y-(v"y) (y7G)d (7-22) 

The use of (7-21) and (7-20) to find d, and then 5, is too cumbersome, because 

F™ is needed. Here we use the simpler procedure of replacing b in (7-9a) by b, so that 

B=y-Yb (7-23) 

Substituting (7-23) into (7-14a), we get 
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p=Gdte (7-24) 

Solve (7-24) for d , using singular value decomposition [57]. 

d=V,2, U,' B (7-25) 

Now, recognizing each of the terms in (7-22) as least squares solutions to linear 

systems of equations, we rewrite it as follows 

b =V,2;U; y-V,Z;'U; (Ga) (7-26a) 

=V,27'U;(y - Gd) 

= b, -V,2;'U? Gd (7-26b) 

From (7-26) we can get a consistent estimate of 6 [53]. The consistent estimate 

6 consists of two terms. The first term corresponds to the estimation of parameters in the 

white noise case, and the second term is a correction due to the non-white residual £,. 
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This second term in (7-26) is recognized as the estimation bias in (7-11), estimated from 

(7-9a) and (7-14a). We use singular value decomposition to find numerically stable 

parameter estimates and iteratively eliminate the estimation bias. This procedure is 

referred to as the Singular Value Decomposition Bias Elimination (SVDBE) method. 

A summary for the SVDBE procedure is: 

1) The initial step corresponds to the estimator for the white noise case, and is solved 

from (7-26) with d=0. This results in the initial parameter vector estimate 5, for 

k=0. Aonetime SVD of Y is performed in this step. 

2) Use 5,to generate the residual B , wia (7-23) and subsequently form the estimated 

matrix G, , using (7-14b). 

3) Use (7-25) to generate d, ; this involves an SVD of G, . 

4) Find the new estimate 6,,, from (7-26) by eliminating the bias in its first term, 5, (the 

estimate for the white noise model assumption, unchanged from step 1). 

5) Return to step 2, and repeat the process until convergence is observed. 
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7.4 Mode Subset Selection 

To find the signal components, from a received noisy data record, is an important 

problem. The identification of the number of sources has practical significance in radar 

and sonar applications. We will consider this problem in different noise environments. 

First is the white noise case and then we investigate the colored noise case. The main 

purpose is to estimate the exponential signal components in the colored noise case, but we 

first investigate the white noise case. From the white noise case we get motivation for 

solving the signal mode subset problem in colored noise environments. 

Having found an estimate for 5, the roots of the polynomial B(q"') provide 

estimates for the modes {c,}". Suppose that we have taken the initial estimate for M 

too high, so that we must now select an appropriate subset of the above modes. For 

finding the best subset of mode estimates we use the prediction error minimization 

criterion. 
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7.4.1 Mode Subset Selection in the White Noise Case 

If the noise v, in (7-1) is white noise we can use the prediction error minimization 

criterion to find the best subset of the modes. Under the white noise assumption, from (7- 

1), we get the prediction error criterion EF, for the white noise case 

2 

(7-27) 
    

N M h 

Ey = » Vn ->a,(é,) 
n=1 k=) 

In the investigation of the estimation accuracy of the frequencies of exponential 

signals observed under noisy conditions for a short record, it was found that if the 

prediction order M is larger than the actual number of signal components A/,, better 

parameter estimates are obtained. The degrees of freedom in the extra modes are used to 

model the noise process. When the number of signal components M, is not known a 

priori, we may search for the best subset of modes in the model of (7-1b) [7]. The best 

subset of M modes is the one for which we best, in the least squares sense of (7-27), 

approximate the observed data. The following is a brief summary of this method [7]. 

A simple procedure is used to find the best subset is as follows: 

1) Find an overestimated number of modes M making up the exponential signal, so that 

M> M,. 
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2) Determine the order of importance of the modes from their contribution to the 

summed magnitude-squared errors. The idea is to gradually delete the modes which 

contribute least to the reduction of error. 

3) Calculate the approximation error from (7-27) for increasing subset size by 

consecutively adding the next most important mode. 

Typically a rapid reduction of this error criterion is observed until M,, and a slow 

reduction after that. So if M4, is not known a priori, we first choose M, =1, then 

calculate the corresponding error for the best subset of one mode. Next choose M, =2 

and calculate the corresponding error for the best subset of two modes. This procedure is 

repeated until the rate of decrease of the error has become small with a further increase in 

the number of subset elements. The best subset size is taken to be the size where the error 

decrease starts to nearly vanish. 

7.4.2 Best Subset Selection in the Colored Noise Case 

In the colored noise case the best subset selection is more complicated than in the 

white noise case. Motivated by the success of the approach in the white noise case we still 

want to use the prediction error minimization criterion. 
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We first filter the colored noise data by using the estimated noise parameters 

Dg") and the estimated signal polynomial parameters Bq") . From (7-5) we thus have 

“~ 

B(q") y,= B(g"')x, + B(q")y, (7-28) 

and from (7-6) we know that 

B, = Bg"), (7-29) 

From (7-13a) we obtain the estimated white residual 

B(")B, =2, (7-30) 

Pre-multiplying (7-28) by D(q”) yields 

Ale )Ho")», = Boro"), + Ble") Ale*), a3) 

Substituting from (7-29) and (7-30) we obtain an expression for the estimated white 

residual 
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é, = D(q"')B(q"")y, - D(a") Ba"), (7-32) 

Note that in (7-32) the signal x,, is not known a priori, so that the estimated value, from 

(7-1b) is used instead. 

M n %, = >a, (é,) (7-33) 
k=1 

Finally we can then use the prediction error minimization criterion E, in the colored noise 

case to find the best subset. 

2 

B= /(c"')Aa")y. - D(a" Aa") a(6.) (7-34) 
n=]   

In the next section we will present some of the simulation results. 
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75 Simulation Results 

Suppose the data consists of two undamped exponential signals, observed in noise. 

Vy =a, exp| j(@,n+ 4, )| +a, exp| j(@,n+ 6,)| +V, n=1,2,---,25 (7-35) 

where a, =a, =1, @, =2af,, 0, =2af,, 0,=2/4, 0,=0, j=¥v-1, and v, is noise. 

We evaluate the performance of the SVDBE algorithm for signal frequency estimation and 

the best subset selection of the signal modes for the white noise case and the AR colored 

noise case. 

7.5.1. Signal Frequency Estimation in the White Noise Case 

For comparison with previous research results we first investigate the white noise 

case. The signal frequencies are f,=052 and f,=05. SNR is defined as 

101og,.(a7 / (207). The variance of the real or imaginary part of the white noise is o°. 

For this special white noise case we then estimate the frequencies f, and /,. In order to 

get accurate estimates we choose M = [N/2]=12, where [-] represents taking the 
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integer value. The above numerical choices are made to verify our results against reported 

ones [7]. In Table 1 the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the frequency estimate /;, 

is given for different SNR. These results are based on 500 realizations and the SNR 

values range from 30 dB to 7 dB. These results are very close to those previously 

obtained by others [7]. 

Table 7.1 

Root Mean Square Error of Frequency f, estimate versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

SNR(dB) RMSE(/,) 

30 357x104 

20 113 x 1073 

15 2.01x1073 

12 3.08 x 1073 

10 403x107 

7 586x107 
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7.5.2 Best Subset Selection of Modes in the White Noise Case 

For this experiment we again use (7-35) to generate a 25 point data sequence. The 

white noise level is chosen for SNR=10 dB and SNR=30 dB. Suppose that we take as the 

initial estimate for the number of signal modes M = [NV / 2| =12. Following the 

prediction error minimization criterion £, and the procedure stated in Section 7.4.1, 

yields the best subset selection result as in Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.1 gives the minimum prediction 

error criterion, according to (7-27), as a function of the hypothesized best size MZ subset 

of the estimated 12 modes. The smallest A/, after which the error stays constant, 

corresponds to our estimate for the number of signal components. In Fig. 7.1 the solid 

line represents the result for a signal-to-noise ratio equal to 10 dB, while the dashed line is 

the result for a signal-to-noise ratio equal to 30 dB. The estimated best mode subset size 

for both cases is 2, which equals the number of signal components. 
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Fig. 7.1 Minimum prediction error versus subset size for white noise. 
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7.5.3 Signal Frequency Estimation in the AR Noise Case 

In this experiment the first order autoregressive noise has the parameter d, = 0.95, 

and its zero-lag covariance equals unity. The power spectral density of the first order AR 

noise was shown as the solid line in Fig. 5.1a, where the dashed line shows the same- 

power white noise spectrum. We choose the signal frequencies f,=0.22 and f/f, =0.2, 

and the data record length N=25. 100 independent realizations are used. The local 

A 

signal-to-noise ratio is defined at frequency /, =( fit ty)! 2, as 

2 

SNR = 10log,, __ el __ dB (36) 

j P,(f)af 
fo-U(2nN) ™” 

where the P.,(f) is the power spectral density of the AR(1) noise, and a, is the signal 

amplitude. For this example the local SNR at /, =0.21 is equal to 27.82 dB. The 

broadband signal-to-noise ratio is also of interest, and for this example the broadband 

SNR=0 dB. The broadband signal-to-noise ratio is defined as 

2 

a, | SNR = 10log,, ——4 dB (37) 
oO 

  

  

1-|a,| 
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where o? is the driving white noise variance, and for this example a? = 0.0975. 

The SVDBE algorithm is used to estimate the signal frequencies, according to the 

procedure given in Section 7.3. Fig. 7.2 shows the RMSE for estimating signal frequency 

J. The behavior for estimating signal frequency /, is similar. At iteration zero, the 

RMSE for estimating the signal frequency f, is equal to the RMSE under the white noise 

assumption. Note that an important error reduction results from using a method based on 

the colored noise assumption. 
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Fig. 7.2 Root mean square error for frequency estimation 

in AR(1) noise versus SVDBE iteration numbers. 
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7.5.4 Effect of Signal Frequency 

Difference in the AR Noise Case 

Next we consider the effect of signal frequency differences for closely spaced 

exponential signals in autoregressive noise. Suppose the data record length is a short 

N =25. The autoregressive noise has parameter d, = 0.95 and is the same as in Section 

5.3. We chose signal frequency /, =0.1 as the reference frequency, and varied the 

frequency 7,, where f, = f,+Af/, for 100 independent realizations. At the 50-th SVDBE 

iteration step, the variance of f, was calculated. In Fig. 7.3 the solid line shows the 

variance for estimation of the signal frequency f, versus the frequency difference. The 

dash-dot line shows the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for exactly this example, from 

Chapter 6, for the estimation of signal frequency /, versus the frequency difference. The 

dashed line in Fig. 7.3 is the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for the same-power white noise 

case. From Fig. 7.3 we see that at Af = 0.02, the estimated variance for signal frequency 

f, is about 4x10~, a value that agrees with the value 391x10~ from Fig. 7.2 (square of 

63x10"). We note that the SVDBE algorithm is a relatively accurate estimation 

algorithm which benefits from making the colored noise assumption. This holds for 

scenarios where the noise produces the main effect, i.e. for signal frequency differences in 

excess of about 0.1. 
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Fig. 7.3. Variance for frequency f, estimation and CRLB for frequency /, estimation 

for AR(1) noise and CRLB for white noise versus signal frequency difference 
Af for N =25. 
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7.5.5 Mode Subset Selection in the AR Noise Case 

For the autoregressive colored noise case the best mode subset selection is 

obtained from the prediction error criterion E, developed in Section 7.4.2. In this 

experiment we use equation (7-34) with data sequence length N=25, and an 

autoregressive colored noise with parameter d, = 0.95. The power spectral density for 

this first order autoregressive colored noise and for the same power white noise is as 

shown in Fig. 5.1a as the solid line and the dashed line respectively. We choose f, = 0.52 

and f,=05. The local SNR is, at the center frequency f,=051, -23 dB and the 

broadband SNR=0 dB. The initial estimate for A/ equals 12; i.e. the integer part of 

[N/2]. Fig. 7.4 shows the minimum prediction error criterion E, as a function of 

hypothesized subset size. Note that only until M, = 2 there is a rapid reduction of the 

error criterion, so that A¢, =2 provides the best subset size selection. This is in 

agreement with the number of actual exponential signal components. For comparison we 

also evaluate mode subset selection according to (7-27), under the white noise hypothesis. 

Fig. 7.5 shows that there is no mode subset size at which the prediction error criterion 

reduction vanishes. Again we see that the white noise hypothesis can be detrimental to 

parameter estimation in the colored noise case. 
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Fig. 7.4 The best subset selection for autoregressive colored noise. 
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Fig. 7.5 The best subset selection for incorrect noise assumption case. 
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8. Conclusions 

We proposed the Pseudo-Autoregressive PAR (M. , P) model for the estimation of 

the parameters of superimposed exponential signals in colored noise, for an arbitrary 

number (MM) of signal components and arbitrary order (p) autoregressive noise. For the 

various cases of exponential signals, encompassing both the time series and the uniform 

linear array problem in the colored noise environment, the Pseudo-Autoregressive model 

can be used to obtain better parameter estimates than with the white noise assumption. 

The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for estimating the parameters of the 

Pseudo-Autoregressive model is derived. This CRLB can be used to evaluate, or 

compare, the performance of various unbiased estimators. We have shown that our 

results revert to the known results for the white noise case, when viewing white noise as a 

limiting form of autoregressive noise. Some examples show that it is advantageous to be 

able to make the colored noise assumption, because - away from the AR noise peak - the 
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frequency estimation variance can be reduced by almost an order of magnitude for even 

relatively short data lengths. 

We note that the estimation of parameters for exponential data observed under 

noisy conditions, is a difficult problem. The least squares extension of Prony's method is a 

simple procedure for determining the values of the parameters in a linear combination of 

exponential functions. Recent versions of this procedure were quite sensitive to the 

presence of noise, leading to poor parameter estimates under low SNR conditions. We 

propose a method, the SVDBE procedure, to estimate the parameters of exponential 

signals observed in a colored noise environment. The algorithm is investigated under the 

AR noise model hypothesis. Our limited simulation results are encouraging, in that they 

show that improvements in the estimates can result when the white noise assumption is 

replaced by a colored noise assumption. Another advantage of using the SVDBE 

algorithm is its computational simplicity and robustness towards avoiding numerical 

instability. No matter how ill-conditioned (singular even) the system data matrix is, the 

SVDBE can efficiently give satisfactory results. 

As the procedure is based on estimating a relatively large number of modes, a 

systematic procedure for signal mode subset choice is discussed. The best mode subset 

selection is investigated by proposing a prediction error minimization criterion for closely 

spaced exponential signals in colored noise environments. Here we investigate both the 

white noise case and the colored noise case. For the white noise case the best subset 
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selection of the signal mode is the same as in previous research [7,19]. Motivated by the 

white noise case we proposed a prediction error minimization criterion to find the best 

subset of the signal modes in colored noise environments. This procedure is to use the 

SVDBE algorithm to find the filter parameters, filter the received data sequence and the 

SVDBE estimated signal components, and next use the prediction error minimization 

criterion to finally get the best subset selection of the signal modes. This procedure gives 

us a way to find the best estimates of the signal components. This criterion is simple, 

useful and reliable. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of (2.11), the conditional pdf for the PAR(M,p) model. 

Equation (2.4) directly yields 

P M 

€,=Vnt > 4IYni- DU exp((-Q, + j@, Jn) (A.1) 

i=] k=1 

This represents a transformation from {y,} to {e,} . Define 

e p41 Y ptt J 

e-= © p42 : y = *ye ; y = 2 (A.2) 

en Yn Yo» 

We can express (A.1) in matrix notation, as 
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1 

d, 1 

e=-|d, d 1 

0 0 d, 

This is 

e=Ly+Uy- 

where 

1 

d, 1 

L=|d, d, 

0 O 
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k=1 
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»4,P% 
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(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

lll



The probability density function of e, since e, is white with variance o% , is 

2 

re)= I] Le - “ 
n= pr tO e 

    

  

1 \"? 1 & 
= exp| -—- Ye? A.6 
() [ a 2 eo 

The exact maximization of (A-6) with respect to the AR parameters produces a set 

of highly nonlinear equations [22]. For large data records the maximization of the 

probability density function can be approximated by maximizing the conditional probability 

density function. The effect of the probability density function of the initial conditions 

PCY Y2,---s¥p°§ ) on the maximum likelihood estimate will be small as long as the poles 

are not too close to the unit circle [20, 22]. With this approximation the conditional 

probability density function can be maximized by using the proposed PAR(M, p) model 

with a suitable algorithm introduced in this dissertation. 

The Jacobian of the transformation = is just the matrix Z and hence det(Z) =], 
y 

Using the formula for the probability density function of a set of transformed 

random variables [21], we obtain 
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P(yI¥; é) = Ple(>)) col 2) = p(e(y)) 
    

    

  

M P 

Yn ~ >» & exp(—@,n + j@,n) + » diy ni 
k= i=]   

1 \"? 12 
= exXps — 

(5) P Oo; 2 

Hence we proved equation (2.11). 

(A.7) 
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Appendix B 

1) Proof of (3-5) 

From (3-2) we get 

  

aot & » {A late" el] 2 fe" Oro 

-- LY frre +(e"orey'] 
e k=] 

  

-- LS frrwetey +" He} 
e k=) 

  -_ 2 > Rel Y* (k)e(X)| (B.1) 
O. k=l 

2) Proof of (3-6) 

From (3-2) we get 
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a x 
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= -2y Im[¥" (ke()| (B.2) 

3) Proof of (3-7) 

From (3-2) we get 

a0 “a 5D (k) a" (*) )R*e( (+ PAC e" (k)Ra(k «| 

= a {R" e(k) + (e* (&)R)'} 
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=| frei) + R'e'(} 
é 

12,...,0 (B.3) = = Re| R” e(k)| k 

4) Proof of (3-8) 

From (3-2) we get 

  

ao =o sap aOR" EO e" xa] 

- 2. prte(e) + ile" RY} 
ée 

= <5 {-iR"e(k) + iRe"()}   

2 
2 

om 

  Im[R“e(£)| k =1,2,...,0 (B.4) 

5) Proof of (3-9) 
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From (3-2) we get 

        Aol __ ; } [2 , (y(i) - Rai(i) + ra)" |e) “(, < (y(i) - Ra(i)+¥ ‘)| 
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Collecting all the above terms for /=1,2, ..., M, yields 
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7) Proof of (3-16) 
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Collecting all above terms for /=1,2,...,M, yields 
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Appendix C 

1) Proof of (3-26a) 

From (3-7) and (3-24) we obtain 

La] 35]| dade order 
- arg ERR Mele" +RefRe(k)e* (i)R]} 

- eB {RefR*e(H)e"()R} 

= RAR" RIS, (C.1) 
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2) Proof of (3-26b) 

From (3-7), (3-8)and (3-24) we obtain 

+ S126 | = eS Sama (He(#)|RefR™ coe} 

a E{Im| R*e(k)e” (i)R"] + Im[ R“e(k)e™ (i)R]} 

= x Bfim[Re(ke™ ()R} 

= In| RR, (C.2) 
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3) Proof of (3-27a) 

From (3-7), (3-8) and (3-24) we obtain 
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4) Proof of (3-27b) 

From (3-8) and (3-24) we get 
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5) Proof of (3-30a) 

From (3-5) and (3-24) we obtain 
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-2 SR E(Y™ (&)¥(8)] (C.5) 
e k=l 
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6) Proof of (3-30b) 

From (3-5), (3-6) and (3-24) we get 

    

  
1&4 02 ~ ~ +7 

= fs ~ —_| VY" (k\y —- Ra+Yd)+Y7(y- Ra+Yd 
ar EY ° + v : Tf 

  = 2 >| Ar" (@r(by - AP? (YY | 
e k=) 

  -4 Sam[Z(7* (HP®) (C.6) 
e k=l 
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7) Proof of (3-31a) 

From (3-5), (3-6) and 3-24) we obtain 

else at a() }     

  

    

2 * =F yy 2 [ i?" (K)(y — Ra + Yd) — j¥"(y - Ra + Ya) I 
O, ya Ad, 

  - a = > e" (HY) — (YY) ; 

  -- 2S imfz(r* (Y(®)] C.7) 
O, k=1 
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8) Proof of (3-31b) 

from (3-5) and (3-24) we get 

ante a | 
    

_pl_i¥ S| ir" (ky — Ra + Ya) j¥"(y - Ri + Ya)" 
o? k=l Ad, 

  

e k=l 

-H SSL w@rey ror] 

- 2 ¥ Rear" eH) “ 

9) Proof (3-32a) 
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From (3-7), (3-17) and (3-24) we get 

AnL | Anz] 
Es) 7 1 [ares] 2] 

— eingereto[ 8 (nef, (RE e(i)]+ re ave() | | oO, 

  

= st 6 el R*e( Hl [ (A) RS Avsag (4) + €7 (A) R® [ a) , | 

. A ( 4 ei R*e( Hs oe (i)+e” (ox a0) " | 

= a Re|R”R, Asiag(#)] + Re[ R” RA tag.0 (*)| (C.9) 

For the last step we use equation (3-24). 
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10) Proof of (3-32b) 

From (3-8), (3-17) and (3-24) we obtain 

+f Sal T]   

oO, 

— enero 3 [Ref ()ReeC)|+ rg =O aaa) 

  
_ 4 ( 1) Hi was] S{eora.(0 ee oe 29) J] 

“(Delma [ronan 5S) 

2 H H -24 Im| R”R, Ajay (#)] + Im] RY RA jap, 0 (*)| (C.10) 
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11) Proof of (3-33a) 

From (3-5), (-17) and (3-24) we get 

  ‘Hebel "ate | 

  
  

          

- - _ T 

(( 04; '(i) x | a ()) ) ) 

ao, ” aa, 
6a, (i) wa; Ops 1 Q 2 H 2 

en 3 Ee 2, ao, Pr |4| % a0, Y(i) 

64i;, (i) H a" » 20h 

Way | Oar             
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  =a Aseria! pal ro aA |) Bag Pali ” a) 

= 2S Ref BY" ()) RAam ot) + E(Y" (OD) Rene) (C.11) 
e i=l 
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12) Proof of (3-33b) 

From (3-6), (3-17) and (3-24) we get 

Hartel" Oe) | 

  

  

fr Fre oy - 7 r {f a, (i) of | (i dp" 1 \ 

6a, *' '\” 60, 
1 g 6a; (i) #H Op;   
  760, \|\Y() 
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  — JAS gE BO. SI) aryl Bary Bay Heat) 

    

  Ab ett 8 nner Bsn 2 
=~ = > Im{ E(¥" (i))RA gag a (i) + E(Y" ())Ry Asap (8)} (C. 12) 

e i=l 
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13) Proof of (3-34a) 

From (3-7), (3-10) and (3-24) we get 

| ae AnL get | aut 

- Salado] 8 (reat pate(i]+ne 0 vt 0d) 

  a sen al "(RA ia()* “we S| 

+a ted Re(k al RA) . (yO) : | 

-3 Re[ RR, Ajiag(#)| + Re| RRA sag 0 (*)] (C.13) 
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14) Proof of (3-34b) 

From (3-8), (3-10) and (3-24) we obtain 

[aia | 

  

oO. 

oo () naa) || - seatimfatanl 3 RelA DRTC} -Re 

— a (=| Hino G (1) Ri Annee (1) +e (DR (0) : | 

yh 
-2 Im[ R”R, Agog (K)] + In| R” RA pg. c(4)| | (C.14) 

  A Jepinperae] Sonat SE 
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15) Proof of (3-35a) 

From (3-5), (3-10) and (3-24) we get 

Hee ate |   

  
  

        

f W440 es, 71 OC 7 \7 28) 4 | [ayy 20" | 
a ” spt Oa, (i O l Q 2 H ~er \ OP, 

=-S Ay 2, Pr ty a() Za, ||¥(i) 

aa (i) | | (i “6pH 
L EAN O06 14 Par L “ Vaan | /             
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  aero ot a tan Bn = a) 
~ * > Re {E(Y* (1) RA jag a(t) + E(Y" (i)) Ry Aciog (i)} (C.15) 

0, i=] 
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16) Proof of (3-35b) 

From (3-6), (3-10) and (3-24) we obtain 

  

  

  

                

T fT ney. TOF TN \ f Oa, (i) at a(i 6p 

OQ, 7? Ger, 

6a; (i) ~+7) Ops" 
] Zi} ||| S2u7 48 2 ; 

= a Ee 2 J aa, P, + a, 0) Ga, Y(i) 

BG (i) 4 | |me ey Con 
} A OO v4 “ aul) OU yy y )       
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17) Proof of (3-36) 

From (3-17), (3-10) and (3-24) we get 

a 224] 24] 

Co Ca 

- Aol §[nfaeorte| nf 2 O ere)! 

  a ef (0 e()l eg oo) } 

A$$ (a = rele) jr] ree) 

ALS efad Anrep |aeas one 
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yt 
Gis 

yr
 

pan
y 7M
 Salad at (re deng O ee(y 

4 Sy A Re| AZ, (A) Rie(k)|Rel 42, ()Rie(i)| | 
O. k= IL

 

_—- = ZS} Relies (DR Regal] +R Ane a(R" Re Asal) | 
OO. j 

2 2 H A H {\ pH : 234 Rel A, (1)RE RA gga (8)| + Re] Aling (2) RE Ry A stag (1)| HC 
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18) Proof of (3-37) 

From (3-10) and (3-24) we get 

o(az[ae]] 
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SE Eon at (K)Re( eer TO 20 pai) 

ya Ref Ar, (k)R%e(E)]Ref 4%, (RCC) 
>
 a]
 i

N 

Hl i
M
 

e 1 

28 [ateciernndaee eo 
7 2£ 

23} Rel Aja ()RE RA jag, a(i)| + Re[ Azag(i)RE R, Astag(1)| c.18 
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19) Proof of (3-38) 

From (3-17) and (3-24) we get 

- SH) Sra tcnnte(e] ond SO era) 

a ne az(onteld 1nd See) } 

  

6a" (Kk) oa" (i) atbhlepreopletna] 
oak) AES eed GO veete|refasa RE] } 
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EEL Hrs coetetejnd SO vee) 

4 2 2 H H H 5YSA R of AZ (KRM e(&)]Ref AE, (R*e()]" 

2S nfeicn (RRC Rf figcDR™R Aa 

Q 

234 Re| Aving()RE RA fap.o(2)| + Re| Ariag (RE Ry Asiag (’)| he 19) 
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Appendix D 

Proof of (3-47) through (3-51) 

In equation (3-41) the matrix /,, can be partitioned as 

    

ad, d,, 
=| | (D. 1a) 

where 

Zz s 7 

Cc C 
dy, = (D. 1b) 

ct 
CC. 

ay ao 

(1) BC) 
di,=| : a (D.1c) 

BQ) -B(0) 
BQ) B(Q) |     
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4-20 BD) - FO BO         —__ _—___= (D.1d) 

BM) BY) BQ) B(Q) 

d,=-|£ * (D. le) 
Fr F 

Then by using the standard block matrix inverse formula, we get 

- -1 - 1 - 
Jo = (d,, -d,,d7d,) (4), -d,,d3d,) dd, 

M1 — _ -1 _ _ = 
~(diy ~ dyd,dj,) d,,a, : (d,, ~ d,,d, 'dia) 

|“ | (D.2) 

A, Ay 

We define 

F=F and C=C) (D.3) 

and obtain 
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c 
C C 

di; = 

anal 
= C | ~ 

FOF 
d; = _ 

FF 

Now we prove (D.4) and (D.5), because 

F -F|F -F 
day = ee 

F F\F F 

FF -FF -FF -FF 

FF +FF -FF +FF 
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(D.5) 
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The last step in the above holds because 

FF = (F + Gl + iF) 

-(FF -FF)+(FF+FF)=1 

So that 

This proves equation (D.5). Equation (D.4) can be proved in a similar way. 

By using the matrix inverse lemma, the northwest part of (D.2) can be written 

as follows. 

Ay, = (d,, ~ didzdy,) 

- - - 1 - 
= dy + di'd,,(-dy,di'd,, + d,,) dy, (D.6) 
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In order to evaluate (D.6) we first need to get the following: 

| CBG)-CBQ) © -CBQ)-CBO) | 
CB) +CB) -CBQ)+C BY 

did, = : 
CB(Q)-CB(Q) -C B(Q)- CBO) 
|C'B(Q)+C BQ) -C'B(Q)+C BQ), 

  

    

  

  

  

      

  

  
  

  
  

CBO) -CB() 

CHO) -CHO) 
|CB(Q) CBQ) | 

Ay = (d,, ~ dy didi) 

| Ca) -CaG) |] 
  

  

  

  

  F FI} |BY) BY) -«- B#(Q) BO) |aH) Saal 
|C'B(Q) = CB(Q) | 

-{F 729 -B*() - BQ) -B"O) 

  

          e
e
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- 4-1 

    

    [F-S8" (jc HG) [r-Ser@ca()| 

    

    

    

  

  
    

    

[ 5 oI 0 = | 

[e- Ae) (F-d2" Hc HG) 

= - - (D.8) 

[a YB" ()C BO) [r-Sa"@ca6) 

dds} = fic: Be FOC pac 0.9) 
BY()C BNC + BY(Q)C B(Q\C 

Equation (D.6) can be obtained by using (D.7), (D.8) and (D.9) 

A, = (d,, ~ dydz3dy) 
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CCAIR IC C+CAVB (IC -- CAIBIOC -CA)BIOC | 
  

    

C+CA)IB (NC C+CA)B (IC -- CHI)B(QC CA1)7B"(OC 

  

  
  

CRQIB'()C -CHQIBIC . OCHO OC CiCHOBOC 

  

        | CAQIB(NC CHROIB" INC --- C+CAQIBIOC C+CAQIB (QC | 

(D.10a) 

where 

Q -l 

T= [FS 2"(c2()) (D.10b) 
i=] 

In order to evaluate A,, we first need d,,d> 

BQ) -B() 
B(I) B(1) OU 

d,,dy, — = = (D.11) 

B(Q) -B(Q)\- 
B(Q) B(Q)     
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From (D.10) and (D.11) we get 

_ v1 - 
Ay = (4, ~d,,d7d,) d,,dx 

    

SY [Coq + CBBC BOF  -d'[Co,,+CA()IB (HC IBWF 

  

S1C5,,+CHBHCPWF — Y[C5,,+CAQ)TB" (KC ]BR)F 
  

    

[xe +CB(O)IB" (&)C |B) PIC. +CB(Q)TB"(R)C BEF 

        pale +CBOVIB" (HC BQF Y[Coxg +CB(O\IB" (KC RYE 

(D.12) 

From (D.8) and (D.9) we get 
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- v1 - 
A, = (a, -dy,dy)d,,) dydy 

    

_ | TBC -TB™(I)C -» TB"(Q)C -TB"(Q)C 
(D. 13) 

TB*()C TB" (YC + TBY(Q)C TB"(Q)C 
    

Substitution of (D.10), (D.8), (D.12), and (D.13) into (D.2) yieldsJ;'. Equation (3- 

47) can be proved by using (3-44), (3-43), (D.2) and (3-42) 

_ T _ CRLB 2" "| )=Jn ~ Jy J Sog 

    
  

  
    

  

    

St) 4) | 
_ 7 s() mM) 

[A ee -S¥() -- SQ. -(Q, T# St A,|—~ ——= 
~| pH sn CO TT 7. a SQ WO x” Q = - 2 H yH|\A, A, |= == | Ww) -W*(]) Wi Wi Ve VY 15 O mM 9 

rer 
ro | 

(D.14) 

We first evaluate J;'J,, 
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xX —" 
N
o
”
 S(i) 

s() 
A, A,y— 

Ji Sis — a A. 

21 22 _! 

—
 

e
e
e
”
 

    
SQ) WO) 
50) WO) 

Tr V 

(TY | 

    
$4, cma (A)C [S(@)- RFT] dca, +a" (A)C [M(B FV) 

    
31c's,, +cayE" wes - BK)FT| S15, «cay we [na )-ARFV| 

  
3[c'3,.+CH OB" (K)C [S(k) - RFT Y]c,.+CH OTE" (oclm - BF V| 

  rIc3, 9 +CAO)TB" (KC [5(8) -AHFT] dIc8, 9 +CAO\IB (CMH) -AHFY] 

    

ee) dara" cme) 

      Safe -B" (ICs days" woeme) 

(D.15) 

Second we evaluate 
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In(Fit Siz) = 

Re : {rir — BY (k)C S(k)]+ >: S* (C6, +C B()TB" (k)C [S(&) - aw] 

Re » {r"afr — B"(k)C'S(k)] + » W" (C6, +C B(I)IB™ (k)C [S(k) - ale) 

k= 

k=1 

We note that (D.16) is a (2x2) block matrix. 

(D.16) we can get (3-47) as follows: 

CRIB" ([a* o*]')= a ak E 

Re > {reaiy — B(k)CW(k)]+ ysm(alcou + C_B(I)IB™ (k)C | W(k)- ayer) 

Re > {rear — B"(k)CW(k)] + yw" (C6, +C B()TB" (k)C |w(k)- arr]! 

(D.16) 

Finally, by using (D.14), (D.15) and 

° (D.17) 

The A,=,J7,@ have been defined in (D.15) and (D.16), and therefore we proved 

equations (3-48), (3-49), (3-50) and (3-51). 
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Appendix E 

Proof of (4-9) and (4-15) 

1) Proof of equation (4-9) 

From (3-51) for this special case we get 

@ = Rey V*(F-B"C"B) (V-B*C"W) 

+Ww# jo +C BF - B™C"B)" BEC? \w- BF“YV) (E.1) 

Substitution of equations (3-33), (3-30), (3-28), (3-26), and (3-32) into (E.1) yields 

on Fa (A HD ALT 

siagn + E(Y™)R, Ading ~ E(Y™)R(R"R)(R¥ RA dg {E(Y" RA + RR Aces) 
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(At, RY R+ Al RERY (RR) +(RER)'R'E(Y)TE(R")R(R™R) || 
diag ,@ diag” “a 

+ (RY RA woo t RR, Ady) - R°E(YKE(Y"Y)) (E(Y")RAaago + E(V")Ry Ae) | diag,@ 

  

(E.2) 

where 

T= la(r*Z) - E(P"R(R"R) REQ) (E.3) 

Substitution of (4-7) into (E.2) yields 

oF rd (RAY ARIE 

ate? )Rid + E(Y")R,a - BY" Ra G ~ p)ja+j (N+P al -P) | 
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_ pj jNP- WNP) av ?) -R' ERE er)" (o(r*) 0 0)2.2) | 

- ZRel a@°a(—jR" E(Y) + REE(Y 7] 2(F ")Re J ate E (v" )R| 

  

aa) -) Week e+) w(t ee "ewner")R) 

{ jPoehy res JR" BY HY"Y)) BP" )R-R"EY(EY"Y)) HY")R | 

(E.4) 

Rearranging (E.4) yields 

  

@ 2a Ene Oty P) (N+p+l) N+p+]) Neer R°ADYIELP"\R 

(N + p+) 

2 
+R E(Y)TE(Y)R, - R*E(W)(E(Y"Y)) E(P")R 

Ty en re ofr) Hh AN — p) 
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of PP ee aletenn) oR 

R"E(Y)TE(Y" RR" E(YE(Y*Y)) E(Y")R, 

A * PD pe ery "RR" E(Y)TE(Y")R, I (E5) 

Equation (E.5) is (4-9). Therefore, equation (4-9) is proved. 
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2) Proof of equation (4-15) 

Substitution of (4-14) into (4-11) yields 

  
o 6 3 

CRLB(0) = N(N =1)(.N—2) Re 
  

4 (os +3). Ely Je MY, Bye +4 iv iE(y,)e" ro |S KE(y;)e jlo 

i=l i=l k=1 

2 

AUN +2)9° By, Jem (TI) Bye 2 AS Hly)e" | S Bie") (7) 

ofo0eatrdem ii} -an{ See Sete 
i=l i=] k=) 

I=] 
2S ayle) TAIT) Sele 45-Hy)e > Ht “| 

(E.6a) 

where 
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= a bl) : (E.6b) 

From (E.6a) we get 

3T 

“iN 2) ne ' NQ1v—2) 
  

o 6 
CRLB(@) = 

        

N-1 N-1l N-1 N-1 

1G +2)’ -2N > E(y,)e"" >. E( y; )e** +4) iE(y, Je? >. KE( y,)e* 
i=l kel i=l kal 

sa Sparrbne MAS] Bane 
N-1 N-l N-1 N-1 

-2(N +2)T"'S E( Je (TI) 1E(y; Je” -2N iE(y, Je" > Ely; Je” 
i=l Ta i=l k=1 

20+?) +2) AS: ye oS > yet (T \y tye"? + ‘y ye e805 hye -| | 

i=] t=1 k= 

(E.7) 
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Rearrange (E.7) to yield 

  

o? 6 3 CRIB) = oe NON INN 2) Re ' N@-W—2) 

SH Serdeller an dvi Sey) i=] 

N-1 _ Nal \ 
+(N + 2)" BU, )e* DE re m 

  

= 7 Ay)e eT (T) (1+) Ay; Je ( 
j=} 

2N+4%2 + ( N-IP+3-Hy)¢ YA, } i=l 

(E.8) 

Equation (E.8) is (4-15). Therefore, equation (4-15) is proved. 
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